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Abstract—A framework for topology optimization of repairable flow networks and reliability networks is presented. The 
optimization consists of determining the optimal network topology with a maximum transmitted flow achieved within a specified 
budget for building the network. A method for a topology optimization of reliability networks of safety-critical systems has also 
been developed. The proposed method solves the important problem related to how to build within a fixed budget the system 
characterised by the smallest risk of failure. Both methods are based on pruning the full complexity network by using the bound 
and branch method as a way of exploring possible network topologies. The methods have a superior running time compared to 
methods based on a full exhaustive search. A method has also been developed for assessing the threshold flow rate reliability of 
repairable flow networks with complex topology. The method is based on estimating the probability that the output flow will be 
equal to or greater than a specified threshold value. The method is based on a Monte Carlo simulation and is superior to 
alternative methods based on minimal paths and cut sets. It can be applied for assessing the quality of service of telecommunication 
networks. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Repairable flow networks are a very important class of 
networks (e.g. production networks, communication 
networks, transportation networks, energy distribution 
networks and supply networks). An essential feature of the 
repairable flow networks, is that a renewal of failed 
components is taking place after a certain delay for repair. 
This feature distinguishes repairable flow networks from 
stochastic flow networks [1-4] and static flow networks [5-
11]. Analysis and optimisation of repairable flow networks 
is a new area of research initiated in [12]. 

A repairable flow network can be presented as a directed 
graph G=(V,E) where V denotes the set of nodes and E 
denotes the set of edges (components). The nodes are 
notional and cannot fail while the edges represent the 
separate components and are characterized by a flow 
capacity, cost, hazard (failure rate) and time for repair. 

The problem related to the probability that on demand, 
the flow from the stochastic network will be equal or greater 
than a specified level was discussed in [1-4]. The proposed 
approaches however have been based on minimal paths and 
cut sets. 

Although for small size networks this approach is 
acceptable, with increasing the size of the network, the 
number of minimal paths and cut sets increases 
exponentially and this approach is no longer feasible. 
This point can be illustrated with the example in Fig.1. The 

flow network in the figure has NN N   minimal cut sets 

and 1NN  minimal paths. Even for the moderate 10N , 

the storage and manipulation of the minimal paths and cut 
sets is no longer possible. 
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Figure 1. An example of a flow network where the number of 

minimal paths and minimal cut sets increases exponentially with 
increasing the size of the system. 

 
As we show later, this limitation can be avoided if a 
simulation method is used for revealing the reliability of the 
output flow rate. 

Every repairable flow network is also associated with a 
specific capital cost for building it. A significant part of this 
cost is the sum of the costs of its components. A very 
important objective here is to achieve a desired amount of 
output flow, at a minimal cost for building the network.  

Currently, no algorithms are known to be capable of 
achieving this objective. Existing software tools, handling 
flows in networks operate on a fixed network topology. 
They do not perform a repeated modification of the network 
topology and calculation of the flow in the presence of 
failures, in order to determine the right topology combining 
a minimum cost for building the network, improved 
resistance of the flow to component failures and maximizing 
the transmitted flow. 

Another important aspect of the topology optimization 
of networks is the topology optimization of reliability 
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networks. Reliability networks are binary networks 
representing the logical arrangement of the components in a 
system. The question of interest for reliability networks is 
whether there exists a path through working components 
from the start node to a set of end nodes after a specified 
period of operation of the network. Topology optimization 
of reliability networks is particularly important for safety-
critical systems which are widely used in industry, hospitals, 
construction engineering, and public buildings. The loss 
from failure of a safety-critical system can be very high. 
This circumstance significantly affects the design of safety-
critical systems which necessarily has to be a risk-based 
design. Safety-critical systems must be highly reliable to 
guarantee a small risk of failure yet they must be designed at 
affordable cost, often within a limited budget. Existing 
design tools however, are not risk-based tools and also 
operate on a fixed system architecture. They do not link the 
design with the cost of failure. Furthermore, they do not 
perform a repeated modification of the system topology and 
do not search in a large space of alternatives in order to 
determine the system design which combines a maximum 
possible reliability of the system attained within a specified 
budget for building the system. This is the reason why the 
existing computational tools are not capable of supporting 
the optimal design of safety-critical systems. 

In the complex, safety-critical systems used today, there 
is a very large number of possibilities for selecting 
components with different reliabilities and costs, design 
configurations, cross-bridges and redundancies (e.g. active, 
standby, k-out-of-n, etc.). 

In this huge space of alternatives, identifying the 
optimum set of alternatives for the components, the 
optimum system architecture and the necessary 
redundancies is not a trivial task. Without using the right 
models and tools, design alternatives far from optimal will 
be selected - either associated with a significant risk of 
failure or with a significant cost for building the system. 

Consequently, another important objective is developing 
a method and a software tool for minimising the risk of 
failure of a safety-critical system within a specified budget 
for building the system. 

 

II. THRESHOLD FLOW RATE RELIABILITY FOR 

REPAIRABLE FLOW NETWORKS 

 
An important characteristic of repairable flow networks 
referred to as ‘threshold flow rate reliability’ will be 
defined. The threshold flow rate reliability 

)Pr( max, thrth qqR   is defined as probability  that upon 

demand, the maximum output flow rate rqmax,  from the 

repairable network, in the presence of component failures, 

will be at least equal to a specified threshold flow rate thq  

( 0max,0 qqth  ). The threshold flow rate is nonnegative 

and not exceeding the maximum possible flow rate 0max,q  

characterizing the network in the absence of any component 
failures. The threshold flow rate reliability can be 
determined by a simple function whose algorithm in 
pseudo-code is given next. 
 

A. Algorithm in pseudo-code 

function threshold_flow_rate_reliability() 
{ 
   p[]  //array which contains the probabilities that  
            the separate components will be in a working state 
            upon demand; 
   success_cnt=0; 
 
   for i=1 to num_trials do 
  { 
    for j=1 to N_comp do 
            { 
              tmp = real_random(); 
              if (tmp > p[j]) remove edge j from the network; 
            } 
   maxf = max_flow(); 
   if (maxf >= threshold_flow_rate) then  
             success_cnt= success_cnt+1; 
    restore the flow network so that all components  
    are in working state; 
 
  } 
    return success_cnt/num_trials; 
} 
 
In a nested loop controlled by the variable ‘j’, the state of 
the separate components (working/failed) is determined at 
the time of demand. The state of the j-th component is tested 
by generating a uniformly distributed random number 
between 0 and 1 from the statement ‘tmp = real_random()’ 
and compairing it with the probability p[j] that the j-th 
component will be in a working state. 
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Figure 2. Determining the probability that a component will be in 
working state, given demand. 

 
The components are characterized by constant failure 

rates (negative exponential time to failure distribution).  
For a time interval with length ‘a’, which is considerably 

larger than the downtime for repair ‘d’ ( da  ), the 
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probability that the demand at a point in time Dt  will 

sample a working state for the j-th component is [15]  

  )/( jjjj MTTRMTTFMTTFp                (1) 

where jjMTTF /1  is the mean time to failure of the j-

th component and jMTTR  is the mean time to repair of the 

j-th component. Substituting in equation (1)  

jjMTTF /1  and jj dMTTR  , and simplifying 

yields 
1)1(  iij dp                               (2) 

All probabilities jp  (j=1,2,…,N_comp) are pre-calculated 

and stored in the array p[]. If the generated random number 
‘tmp’, uniformly distributed between 0 and 1, is greater than 

][ jp , the j-th component is considered to be in a failed 

state and is removed/deleted from the flow network. If the 
converse is true, the component remains in the network. 
After the state of all components has been determined, a 
flow maximisation function max_flow() establishes the 
maximum flow rate in the resultant static flow network 
(after removing the failed components).  

The max_flow() function implements a new, very efficient 
two-stage algorithm based on a sequential flow path 
augmentation. The algorithm has a polynomial average 

running time )( 2mO , where m is the number of 

components (edges) in the network. Breadth-first search is 
used to find the shortest flow path to augment. During the 
first stage, the algorithm augments the flow through the 
shortest directed flow paths only, until no directed flow path 
can be found through which the flow in the network can be 
augmented. The maximum flow attained at the first stage is, 
in effect, the flow blocking all directed flow paths in the 
network. 
During the second stage, the algorithm attempts to augment 
the blocking flow through the shortest flow paths which can 
now also include backward pointing edges. The Ford-
Fulkerson type of augmentation [6] is used for the 
admissible flow paths with backward pointing edges. A 
detailed description related to the implementation of this 
algorithm will be published elsewhere. Details about 
alternative algorithms with polynomial running times 
implementing the max_flow() function can be found in [8-
11].  

The ratio of the number of trials for which the maximum 
output flow ‘maxf’ is equal to or greater than the specified 
threshold value and the total number of simulation trials, is 
a measure of the threshold reliability on demand for the 
repairable flow network. At the end of each simulation trial, 
all failed components are restored to a working state and 
placed back in the network. 

Let us estimate the running time of the proposed 
algorithm per simulation trial. For each simulation trial, m 

component failures are simulated, some of the components 
are removed from the network and at the end of the 
simulation trial, the failed components in the network are 
restored to a working state. These operations have a running 
time )(mO . For each simulation trial, the maximum flow 

through the network is also determined, which has a running 

time )( 2mO . The total running time per simulation trial of 

the proposed algorithm is therefore polynomial ( )( 2mO ) 

in the number of components m of the network. 
Consider the exemplary network in Fig.3a. The edges in 

the figure represent components. The adopted format related 
to the attributes of each edge/component includes three 
numbers separated by ‘/’. Thus, ‘f/d/c’ on an edge means 
failure frequency ‘f’ [expected number of failures per year], 
downtime ‘d’ [days] and flow rate capacity of the edge ‘c’ 
[units of flow per second]. 
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Figure 3.  Repairable flow networks with independently working 
components a) with 5 components/edges b) with 7 
components/edges. 
 

The threshold flow rate thq  for the network in Fig.3 has 

been specified to be 160thq . The first edge (1,2) 

connected to the source ‘1’ is fully saturated with flow. For 
the probability that the flow rate on demand will be at least 
160 units of flow per second, the algorithm described earlier 

yielded 83.0160 thR . This is confirmed by a simple 

analytical calculation. Because the components are working 
independently, all of them must be in working state to 
guarantee an output flow of at least 160 units. The 
probability that given a demand, a specific component will 
be in a working state is equal to the probability that the time 

Dt  of the demand will sample ‘a working state’ for the 

component, not ‘a failed state’ (Fig.2). 
From equation (2), the probability that all independently 
working components will be in working state is 

5)1(  dR  . Substituting the numerical values gives 
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83.0R ,  which is also the probability of a flow rate 
equal to or greater than the specified threshold value (one 
year has been taken to be equal to 365 days). This 
probability is very close to the probability obtained by a 
simulation. 

It is important to point out that adding redundant flow 
paths does not necessarily increase the threshold flow rate 
reliability of the network. 

The network in Fig.3b for example, has the same 

threshold flow rate reliability 83.0160 thR  as the 

network in Fig.3a, despite the extra flow path from node 2 
to the sink node 6. Indeed, the probability that the flow rate 
on demand will be at least 160 units of flow per second, 
depends on whether the components/edges (1,2), (2,3), 
(3,6), (2,5) and (5,6) are all working. The probability is not 
affected by the state of edges (2,4) and (4,6) belonging to 
the extra flow path. Consequently, spending extra resources 
on extra capacity does not necessarily translate into a larger 
threshold flow rate reliability. 

The threshold flow rate reliability depends on the set 
threshold. The calculated by the software tool threshold 

flow rate reliability 150thR  for the network in Fig.3b for a 

threshold 150thq  is 89.0150 thR , which is larger 

than the calculated threshold flow rate reliability 

83.0160 thR  for the network in Fig.3b. 

The proposed method for determining the threshold flow 
rate reliability is useful primarily for flow networks with 
redundant capacities, for which no simple analytical 
solutions exists. It is particularly useful for comparing 
network topologies and selecting the topology characterized 
by the largest threshold flow rate reliability. It is also useful 
in deciding whether resources allocated for purchasing extra 
redundancy are justified.  

The presented method for revealing the threshold flow 
rate reliability is particularly relevant to telecommunication 
networks. Failures of hosts, routers and communication 
lines are frequent and are inevitably associated with 
downtimes for repair. Consequently, by their nature, real 
telecommunication networks are repairable flow networks.  
Failures of routers or communication lines lead to 
disappearance of throughput flow rate capacity and, as a 
result, the expected magnitude of the throughput data flow 
rate will not always be guaranteed. As a result, the quality of 
service received from the network (which is a key 
performance characteristic) is affected seriously. The 
problem is particularly acute for telecommunication 
networks oriented towards media applications which require 
a high throughput data flow rate. 
There are several important constraints posed by 
telecommunication networks which need to be addressed 
during modelling. In telecommunication networks, both the 
nodes (representing routers or hosts) and communication 
lines are unreliable. This constraint can be accounted for by 

noting that failure of an unreliable node in a 
telecommunication network essentially elliminates all edges 
incident to the failed node. Next, the links in 
telecommunication networks are undirected links. 
Undirected links can be modelled by undirected edges 
through adjacency arrays and adjacency link arrays as 
shown in [13]. 
In telecommunication networks, at a random point of 
demand, some of the bandwidth capacity of the 
communication lines may have been engaged by existing 
data transfers along the communication lines. This 
constraint can also be incorporated by simulating existing 
traffic along the communication lines at the time of the 
random demand. 
 

IV. TOPOLOGY OPTIMISATION OF A COMPLEX 

REPAIRABLE FLOW NETWORK 

The purpose of the topology optimization of complex 
repairable networks is to determine a network topology 
which combines a maximum flow attained within a 
specified budget for building the network. Given are a set of 
nodes, a set of possibilities for building edges between the 
nodes and the costs for building the edges. It is required to 
maximize the amount of transmitted flow from the source to 
the sink, so that the cost of the network remains within the 
specified budget. 
 

A. Topology optimisation based on the bound and 
branches method 

The method for topology optimization proposed here is 
based on ‘pruning the full complexity network’ and the 
bound and branch method. 
The idea is to start with the flow network with full 
complexity, including all possible flow paths and 
components.  
Different combinations of edges (components) from the full-
complexity network are then pruned, which permits all 
networks embedded in the full-complexity network to be 
explored (Fig.4). 
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Figure 4. Tree of edges to be removed from the full-complexity 
network. 
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Exploring the full-complexity network by pruning edges is 
done by building recursively the tree of edges to be 
removed. The tree contains all distinct combinations of 
edges to be removed. It is built in such a way that the index i 
of any edge to be removed is always smaller than the indices 
of all edges in the sub-tree originating from the edge ‘i’. 

After pruning of an edge, the maximum flow through the 
network is calculated. If the calculated maximum flow 
through the network is smaller than the achieved so far 
maximum, corresponding to a network which satisfies the 
budget constraint, further pruning down the subtree from 
this edge is not performed. Here, to stop further branching 
and unnecessary exploration of the tree of edges, we use the 
following fact, whose formal proof is omitted. By pruning 
an edge, the maximum flow transmitted through the network 
either remains the same or decreases. This means that if, for 
several pruned edges, the maximum flow through the 
network is smaller than the current global maximum, then 
there is no need for pruning the network further to satisfy 
the budget constraint. Further pruning will only result in a 
smaller maximum flow through the network. 
If, as a result of the pruning, the resultant network satisfies 
the budget constraint, and the maximum output flow from 
the network is larger than the achieved so far global 
maximum, the current global maximum is replaced by the 
maximum flow characterizing the current network. 
These steps are summarized by the next algorithm given in 
pseudo-code. 
 

B. Algorithm in pseudo-code 

 
TC  //Total cost for building the full-complexity network 
current_max_flow=0; 
 
By using a recursion, organise a tree of distinct 
combinations of edges to be pruned; 
 
for (the current branch of the tree of edges to remove) do 
{ 
   Remove the current combination of edges and  
   the accumulate the cost of the removed edges in ‘x’; 
    
    s = max_flow(); 
    Restore the pruned edges; 
    if (s > current_max_flow) then 
               { 
                 if (TC – x > budget) then 
                   {  
                      current_max_flow = s; 
                      Save the indices of the removed  
                      edges (missing components); 
                   } 
               } 
    else  continue // skip the subtree of edges to be removed  
} 
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Figure 5. The full-complexity repairable flow network before the 
optimisation. 

The exploration of embedded networks continues until a 
network which satisfies the desired requirements regarding 
cost for building it and a maximum transmitted flow is 
found. 
The implementation of the described optimization algorithm 
in C is given below. To simplify the presentation, this 
implementation is relevant to the case where all edges have 
the same cost. The minimum number of edges that should 
be removed in order to comply with the allocated budget for 
building the network is given by the constant 
‘min_num_rmvd_edges’. 
In the algorithm, ‘N’ denotes the number of all edges in the 
full-complexity network and the array redges[] contains the 
indices of the removed edges. 
The recursive procedure ‘Branch&Bound_prune’, with 
parameters ‘depth’ and ‘next’, organizes the tree of unique 
combinations of edges to be removed. The function 
‘max_flow()’ calculates the maximum flow in the network 
from which a number of edges have been removed. This 
function has been introduced in the previous section. If the 
calculated maximum flow is smaller than the global 
maximum ‘cur_max_flow’ achieved so far, the statement 
‘continue’ skips (prunes) the current combination of edges 
and no descending down the tree of removed edges is done. 
This is because a further descending (pruning) will only 
result in a reduction of the flow and the absolute maximum 
of the flow cannot possibly be found on this subtree. 
Descending down the tree of removed edges is initiated if 
the calculated flow from ‘s=max_flow()’ is larger than the 
global maximum achieved so far and the budget constraint 
has not been satisfied. Then, after replacing the current 
record with the calculated flow and saving the indices of the 
removed edges, a recursive call is initiated by 
‘Branch&Bound_prune(depth+1,j)’, which increases the 
depth of search on the tree of edges by one. 
The bottom of the recursion is reached when the number of 
removed edges becomes larger than the minimum number 
of edges ‘min_num_rmvd_edges’ to be removed. 
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C. Algorithm in C 

 
void remove_edge(int k) 
 {  // Removes the edge with index k from the network  } 
 
void save_indices() 
 {  // Saves the indices of the removed edges  } 
 
void restore_removed_edges() 
 {  // Restores the removed edges in the network  } 
 
double max_flow() 
 {  // Determines the maximum flow in the repairable  
        network  } 
 
int const min_num_rmvd_edges; 
 
void Branch&Bound_prune(int depth, int next) 
 { 
  int j,t;  
  double s;  
 
   if(depth > min_num_rmvd_edges)   return; 
 
   for(j=next+1; j<=N; j++) 
   { 
     redges[depth]=j; 
 
    for(t=1; t<=depth; t++) remove_edge(redges[t]); 
 
    s=max_flow(); 
    restore_removed_edges(); 
                  if (s > cur_max_flow)    { 
                      if (depth==min_num_rmvd_edges)    
                                                  { 
                                                    cur_max_flow=s;  
                                                    save_indices(); 
                                                  } 
                                                          } 
                  else continue; 
 
     Branch&Bound_prune(depth+1, j); 
   } 
 } 
 
void main() 
 { 
   cur_max_flow=0; 
   Branch&Bound_prune(1,0); 
} 
 

For the network in Fig.5 for example, the hazard rates 
(expected number of failures per year), the downtimes in 
days and the capacities of the edges (in thousands of flow 
units per day) have been given as three numbers.  For 
example 1/7/80 means a hazard (failure) rate 1 per year, 

downtime for repair 7d  days and a flow rate capacity of 
80000 flow units a day. For the sake of simplicity, for the 
cost of each component (edge), the same amount $500 has 
been assumed, and the cost of the entire network is the sum 
of the costs of its edges. 

The problem is to comply with a fixed budget of $5500 
for components (6 edges to be removed) and achieve at the 
same time a maximum flow in the repairable network. (The 
total cost of the components should be within the specified 
budget). 
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Figure 6. The optimal network combining cost not 
exceeding $5500 and a maximum flow rate of 63000 flow units per 
day. 
 

Applying an optimization based on the described 
stochastic optimization algorithm to the full network in 
Fig.5 resulted in the network from Fig.6, whose cost does 
not exceed the specified $5500 and which has a maximum 
flow of 63000 flow units per day. This network has been 
obtained by pruning 6 edges (components) from the full 
network in Fig.5 characterized by a maximum flow of 
68000 flow units per day. 

 

IV. STATEMENT OF THE GENERAL PROBLEM RELATED TO 

ACHIEVING A MINIMUM RISK OF FAILURE WITHIN A FIXED 

BUDGET 

This is a general optimisation problem, where a fixed 
budget of size ‘B’ has been allocated to achieve the smallest 
risk of failure. A number (n) of possible options are 
available, and each of the n non-negative variables 

1x , 2x ,..., nx , ( ii ax 0 ) corresponds to the levels of 

the separate options. If 0ix , the i-th option has not been 

not implemented; a value 0 txi  means that the i-th 

option has been implemented at a level ‘t’. The maximum 
levels which can be assigned to the separe options are given 

by ia . A risk of failure function ),...,,( 21 nxxxK  is also 

defined, expressing the total risk as a function of the levels 
of the possible options. Let the cost of the i-th option be a 

function of the level of the option 0)( ii xc  if the option 
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has been implemented and 0)0( ic , if the option has not 

been implemented. 
The problem consists of determining a vector of values  

x*=( *
1x , *

2x ,..., *
nx ), which  corresponds to the global 

minimum 

),...,,(min 21 nxxxK                          (3) 

of the risk of failure ),...,,( 21 nxxxK , defined in the 

domain ii ax 0 , (i=1,2,...,n), with a budget constraint  

Bxc
n

i
ii 

1

)(                                 (4) 

and option constraints 

ii ax 0 , (i=1,2,...,n)                           (5) 

Suppose that the total risk of failure K  is a sum of m 

individual risks iK  and each individual risk iK  depends 

on a single option iq  which means ‘investment’ towards the 

reduction of the i-th risk. )( ii qK  is the magnitude of the i-

th risk after a risk-reduction investment iq  and is usually a 

monotonically decresing function of iq . 

Then, the general problem related to the minimum risk of 
failure attained within a fixed budget can be simplified. The 
problem now consists of determining a vector of values 

q*=( *
1q , *

2q ,..., *
nq ), which corresponds to the global 

minimum 




m

i
iqK

1

)(min                                   (6) 

defined in the domain Bqi 0 , (i=1,2,...,m), with a 

budget constraint  

Bq
n

i
i 

1

                                   (7) 

and additional constraints 

Bqi 0 , (i=1,2,...,m)                        (8) 

 

V. TOPOLOGY OPTIMISATION OF SAFETY-CRITICAL 

SYSTEMS 

The problem related to the optimal allocation of a fixed 
budget to achieve a maximum risk reduction is a special 
case of the general risk-reduction optimisation problem 
(equations 3-5) and will be solved for a complex system. In 
a technical sense, the risk K  of system failure is usually 

defined by CpK f , where fp  is the probability of 

system failure and C  is the loss given that failure has 
occured [16]. For the sake of simplicity, the risk of failure 
will be measured by the probability of system failure. 

Essentially this assumes ( 1C ), irrespective of what 
combination of component failures has caused the failure of 
the system. Consequently, the total risk function 

),...,,( 21 nxxxK  in equation (3) can be replaced by the 

probability of system failure ),...,,( 21 nf xxxp . 

The optimization algorithm, developed for repairable 
flow networks, can also be used for optimizing safety 
critical systems. The goal is to minimise the probability of 
system failure within a fixed budget. The idea behind the 
algorithm will be illustrated by an example. 

Consider a basic safety critical block (Fig.7a) consisting 
of two components ‘A’ and ‘B’, logically arranged in series 
(for example, component A could be an electronic circuit 
and component B could be an electro-mechanical device 
controlled by the electronic circuit. Suppose, that the 
possible ways for reducing the risk of system failure of the 
safety-critical block are: introducing up to three safety-
critical blocks working in parallel, introducing bridges ‘p’ 
and including active redundancy for each component. The 
full-complexity reliability network is shown in Fig.7b, 
where the slots marked by numbers 1,2,..,8, are in fact the 

available options 1x , 2x ,..., 8x . For each option, three 

possible levels exist: ‘1’- a single component in the slot, ‘2’- 
two components working in parallel and ‘0’- no component 
in the slot. The option levels constrains are therefore  

20  ix , (i=1,2,...,8)                           (9) 

where ix  can take only one of the discrete values ‘0’, ‘1’ or 

‘2’. 
By varying the levels of the options, all possible reliability 
networks, locked in the full-complexity network, can be 
obtained. Thus, the size of the space of all possible 
combinations of levels of the options for the full network in 

Fig.7b is 83 . For larger networks, the size of the space 
increases exponentially. 
For the sake of simplicity, suppose that the separate 
components in the slots of the full-complexity reliability 
network are characterized by negative exponential time to 

failure distributions )/exp(1)( ii ttF  , where the 

mean times to failure are  3A  years, 7B  years and 

2p  years. The reliabilities characterising the separate 

components for a specified time interval (0,t) are therefore 

given by )/exp()( ii ttR  . 

The specified time of operation for the safety critical block 
is 2t  years. The costs of the single components are as 

follows: 130$Ac , 390$Bc  and 5$pc . 

If a particular slot ‘i’ contains a single component, the 

reliability of the slot is )/exp()( ii ttR   and the 

associated cost of the option )1(ic  is equal to the cost of 
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the component compi cc )1( . If the slot ‘i’ contains two  

components working in parallel, the reliability of the slot is 

now 2)]/exp(1[1 it   and the cost of the option 

becomes compi cc 2)2(  . If no components are present in a 

particular slot, the reliability of the slot becomes zero and 

the cost of the option becomes zero 0)0( ic . The 

available budget for purchasing options is B= 1000$ . 
Again, in order to optimize the topology of the safety-
critical system, the idea is to start with the reliability 
network with full complexity, including all possible bridges 
and redundancies. Different combinations of components 
(edges) from the full-complexity reliability network are then 
pruned by the bound and branch algorithm. This process 
permits prospective reliability networks embedded in the 
full-complexity reliability network to be explored. After 
pruning of an edge, from the tree of the edges to be pruned, 
the risk of system failure of the network within 2t  years 
is calculated by using the system reliability algorithm 
described in [13]. The topology optimization of the 
reliability network can also be done by an exact, full 
exhaustive search recursive algorithm [14]. This solution 
however is suitable only for networks with a relatively small 
size. Here, we propose a superior algorithm for topology 
optimization, based on the branch and bound search, which 
does not require all possible networks locked in the full-
complexity network to be explored. 

If the calculated probability of system failure is greater 
than the achieved so far minimum probability of system 
failure (corresponding to a reliability network which 
satisfies the budget constraint), further pruning of 
components is not performed. Here again, in order to stop 
further branching and unnecessary exploration of the space 
of alternative reliability networks, we use the following fact 
(not proved here). By removing a component, from any slot 
in the full-complexity network, the probability of system 
failure cannot be reduced. This is true because the function 
giving the probability of system failure is monotonically 
decreasing in the reliabilities of the components in the  
slots. We use this fact to construct an algorithm whose 
running time is superior to the running time of an algorithm 
based on a full exhaustive search. 

If, for several pruned components, the probability of 
system failure is larger than the achieved so far minimum, 
there is no need for pruning other components from the 
reliability network in order to satisfy the budget constraint. 
Further pruning will only result in even larger probability of 
system failure. This permits the search to be continued, 
without having to descend on the sub-tree of pruned edges 
where the absolute minimum of the probability of system 
failure cannot possibly be found. The tree of alternatives 
that follows the removal of a component leads to a 
reliability network with a larger probability of system 
failure than the achieved so far minimum. 

Suppose that, as a result of the pruning, the resultant 
reliability network satisfies the budget constraint and the 
probability of system failure is smaller than the achieved so 
far global minimum (record). In this case, the current record 
is replaced by the calculated probability of system failure 
characterizing the current system. These steps are 
summarized by the following algorithm given in pseudo-
code. 
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Figure 7. An example (a) of the reliability network of a 
basic safety-critical system and (b) the full-complexity reliability 
network. 
 

A. Algorithm in pseudo-code 

TC  //Total cost for building the full-complexity reliability 
network 
By using a recursion, organise a tree of distinct 
combinations of edges to be pruned; 
 
min_prob_system_failure = 1; 
for (the current combination of edges to remove)  do 
{ 
   Remove all edges from the top of the tree to the current  
   edge and accumulate their cost in the variable ‘x’; 
 
    s = prob_system_failure(); 
    Restore _the_pruned_edges(); 
 
    if (s < min_prob_system_failure) then 
               { 
                 if (TC – x > budget) then 
                   {  
                     min_prob_system_failure = s; 
                     Save the indices of the pruned components; 
                   } 
               } 
    else  continue  // skip the current subtree 
} 
 

The implementation of the described optimization 
algorithm in C is given below.  
 
B. Algorithm in C 

void remove_edge(int k) 
 {  // Removes the edge with index k from the network  } 
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void save_indices() 
 {  // Saves the indices of the removed edges  } 
 
void restore_removed_edges() 
 {  // Restores the removed edges in the network  } 
 
double prob_system_failure() 
 {  // Finds the probability of system failure } 
 
const  int min_num_rmvd_edges; 
 
void Branch&Bound_prune(int depth, int next) 
 { 
  int j,t;  
  double s;  
 
   if(depth > min_num_rmvd_edges)  return; 
 
   for(j=next+1; j<=N; j++) 
   { 
     redges[depth]=j; 
    for(t=1; t<=depth; t++) remove_edge(redges[t]); 
    s=prob_system_failure(); 
    restore_removed_edges(); 
                  if (s < cur_prob_system_failure)    { 
                      if (depth==min_num_rmvd_edges)    
                                                  { 
                                                    cur_prob_system_failure=s;  
                                                    save_indices(); 
                                                  } 
                                                                  } 
                  else continue; 
     Branch&Bound_prune(depth+1, j); 
   } 
 } 
void main() 
 { 
   cur_prob_system_failure=1; 
   Branch&Bound_prune(1,0); 
} 
To simplify the presentation of the algorithm, this 
implementation is relevant to the case where all edges have 
the same cost. The minimum number of edges that should 
be removed in order to comply with the allocated budget for 
building the network is given by the constant 
‘min_num_rmvd_edges’. Again, ‘N’ is the number of edges 
in the full-complexity reliability network and redges[] is an 
array containing the indices of the removed edges. 
Similar to the case of a flow network, the recursive 
procedure Branch&Bound_prune(), with parameters ‘depth’ 
and ‘next’, organizes the tree of unique combination of 
edges to be removed. The function ‘prob_system_failure()’ 
determines the probability of system failure according to an 
algorithm well documented in [13]. If the calculated 
probability of system failure is larger than the current record 

‘cur_prob_system_failure’, the statement ‘continue’ skips 
the current combination of edges and no descending down 
the tree of removed edges is performed. This is because a 
further descending (pruning) will only result in a larger 
probability of system failure. The absolute minimum of the 
probability of system failure cannot possibly be found by a 
further descending on the subtree. Descending down the tree 
of removed edges is initiated if the calculated probability of 
system failure from ‘s=prob_system_failure()’ is smaller 
than the achieved so far global minimum (current record) 
and the budget constraint has not been satisfied. After 
replacing the current record with the calculated probability 
of system failure and saving the indices of the removed 
edges, a recursive call is performed which increases the 
depth on the tree of removed edges by one. 
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Figure 8. The reliability network after the topology 
optimisation based on the full-complexity network in Fig.7b. 
 

For the network in Fig.7b, applying the topology 
optimization procedure yields an optimum vector 
(1,2,1,2,2,0,1,0) for the levels of the available options. 
This means that in the optimal network topology, there are 
single components in slot 1, slot 3 and slot 7, two 
components logically arranged in parallel in slot 2, slot 4 
and slot 5 and no components in slots 6 and 8. The optimal 
reliability network is shown in Fig.8 with a probability of 
system failure within t=2 years equal to 0.34. The cost of 
the system is within the specified budget of B=$1000. From 
the optimal reliability network, we can then reconstruct the 
optimal system architecture. 
The presented method creates the attractive opportunity of 
increasing the safety margin of common safety critical 
systems without increasing the cost of current designs. 

Alternatively, the method can also be used for exploring 
whether a higher level of reliability can be achieved at the 
current cost or even at a reduced cost for building the 
system. This creates an opportunity to increase the 
competitiveness of companies designing and manufacturing 
safety-critical systems. 
 

VI. CONCLUSIONS 

1. A new method has been developed for determining the 
optimal repairable flow network topology combining a 
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maximum transmitted flow achieved within a specified 
budget for building the network.  
 

2. A method for a topology optimization of reliability 
networks of safety-critical systems has also been 
developed. The proposed method solves the important 
problem related to how to build within a fixed budget 
the system characterised by the smallest risk of failure. 
 

3. A mathematical formulation has been presented of the 
general problem related to achieving the smallest risk of 
failure within a fixed budget. 
 

4. A method and an algorithm have been developed for 
determining the threshold flow rate reliability of 
repairable flow networks. The method is based on a 
Monte Carlo simulation and is superior to alternative 
methods based on minimal paths and cut sets. 
 

5. The presented method for revealing the threshold flow 
rate reliability can be applied for assessing the quality of 
service of telecommunication networks. 
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